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DEVELOPMENT OF HEAT-RESISTANT OPTICAL FIBER AE SENSOR
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Abstract

A heat-resistant optical fiber AE sensor with sustainable sensitivity and with no temperature

compensation has been developed. This sensor has utilized the Fiber Doppler (FD) sensing

principle that detects frequency shifts of laser light transmitted through an optical fiber in

proportion to strain velocity, which was discovered recently. Gold coating was applied to the

optical fiber to improve the temperature-limit of the conventional optical fiber. The sensitivity

was measured from room temperature to 600°C with the quasi-AE wave generated by PZT

sensor. A long-term heat exposure test at 600°C was also conducted for over 1000 hr. Both

experiments showed that the sensor retained its sensitivity. The durable, low-cost and heat-

resistant sensor can invite a new scope to structural health monitoring in a variety of high-

temperature conditions.
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1. Introduction

Acoustic emission (AE) has been extensively used in the petrochemical, nuclear, and

aerospace industries. This technique provides a distinct advantage over other conventional

nondestructive testing techniques because it allows for the real time monitoring of in-service

structures. Generally, the PZT transducer is used as an AE sensor. There are a number of

commercially available PZT sensors suitable for detecting AE in various applications. However,

it is difficult to directly apply these sensors at elevated temperatures because the Curie point of

the PZT is approximately 300°C. Although this problem can be solved by using waveguides, the

quantitative AE analysis becomes difficult because of the change of waveforms at the

waveguide/structure connection.

Recently, AE sensors using optical fiber have been developed [1-5]. Optical fibers, in

general, have the following features: (1) small diameter and light weight, (2) flexibility, (3)

immunity to electromagnetic interference, and (4) durability and corrosion resistance. The

optical fiber sensor developed by Kageyama et al. [3, 4], which is based on a new finding called

Fiber Doppler (FD) that the frequency of lightwave transmitted through a bent optical fiber is

shifted by vibration or elastic wave at the bent region, has the following good characteristics: (1)

wide bandwidth from 0.1 Hz to 3 MHz, (2) expandable dynamic range, and (3) high-sensitivity.

The main element of optical fiber is quartz that has heat resistance up to about 800°C. Kageyama

et al. succeeded in detecting elastic wave at 500°C with carbonized polyimide-coated optical

fiber sensor, but the life time was only about 2 hr [5]. This fiber broke when the temperature

increased to 600°C. In the present study, we have developed an optical fiber AE sensor based on
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gold-coated optical fiber for high temperature application. The characteristics of this sensor at

the elevated temperatures were examined.

2. Principle of the Optical Fiber Sensor

Laser light reflected from the surface of a moving object is shifted in frequency by an amount

2v/ 0 , where v is the velocity of the surface and 0 is the wavelength of the laser radiation in air.

It is well known as the Laser-Doppler effect. A similar effect is observed in a lightwave

transmitted through a bent optical fiber. Frequency of a lightwave transmitted through a curved

optical fiber is shifted in response to vibration/motion of the curved region [5]. The phenomenon

can be explained as follows. Lightwave is transmitted in the optical fiber by repeated reflection

on the interface between core and cladding as schematically shown in Fig. 1. In the case of

straight optical fiber as shown in Fig. 1(a), reflection angles at point A and B are the same, and

Doppler shifts at point A and B cancel each other ( fD, A + fD, B = 0). In the case of a curved optical

fiber (Fig. 1(b)), the reflection angle, A , at point A is larger than the angle, B, at point B, and

different Doppler shifts are obtained ( fD, A + fD, B  0). As a result, the frequency is shifted along

the curved region, which vibrates or moves.

A lightwave in a curved optical fiber can be considered as a light beam as shown in Fig. 2.

The frequency shift, dfD, that occurs in an infinitesimal element, ds, is expressed by equation (1)

according to the Doppler effect. The total frequency shift, fD, along the curved light beam can be

obtained as equation (2) by integrating equation (1), where V, n and k are velocity vector, normal

vector, and curvature, respectively (See Fig. 2), and  is wavelength of the laser light in an

optical fiber.
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Fig. 1 Doppler effect in an optical fiber.

Fig. 2 Light beam in a curved optical fiber.

Fig. 3 Optical fiber sensor.
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2. Experiments

2.1 Optical Fiber Sensor System

Figure 3 shows the optical fiber sensor used in the present study. It consists of 5.5 loops of

fiber entirely bonded to a ceramic plate by using a gold paste. The dimensions of the ceramic

plate is 50 x 50 x 0.6 mm and optical fiber sensor has 30-mm diameter. The fiber (TOTOKU

Electric) used in this study had no polyimide layer and was coated with gold with a thickness of

about 20 m. Figure 4 shows an optical sensing system. Laser doppler velocimeter (Melectro,

V1002) based on the heterodyne interference technique is used. The He:Ne laser with a power of

1 mW is used as a light source. It is separated into two beams by a half mirror. One of the beams

is sent to the sensor, in which the frequency is changed from f0 to f0 ± fd by vibration or elastic

wave. The other beam is guided to the acousto-optic modulator and the frequency is shifted from

f0 to f0 + f M ( f M = 80 MHz). These beams are then combined again after passing a half mirror in

order to produce beating signals with a frequency of f  M ± fd. The combined beam is sent to a

photodetector to transform light into electric current and then demodulated by a demodulator.

Fig. 4 System of the optical fiber sensor.

2.2 Experimental Procedures

In order to examine the potential of the developed optical fiber AE sensor, the quasi-AE

measurement was carried out at elevated temperatures. Figures 5 and 6 show the test piece and

schematic diagram of the measurement system, respectively. The test piece was machined from a

SUS304 plate with two long legs for applying PZT sensors to generate and detect AE signals.

This test piece was cleaned and the optical fiber sensor was bonded with a ceramic cement

(Three Bond, 3713B). An electric oven (Chino, MF-2000) was used to heat the test piece and the

temperature was measured by the thermocouple attached to the test piece. PZT sensors (PAC R-

15; frequency = 150 kHz) were attached to the end of the legs with silicone grease (Shin-Etsu

Chemical, HIVAC-G). One of the PZT sensors was driven by an electric pulse generator (PAC,

C-101-HV) to generate quasi-AE waves. The optical fiber sensor and the other PZT sensor

detected the generated quasi-AE signals. The signals detected by the optical fiber sensor were

filtered with an HPF of 10 Hz and an LPF of 250 kHz. The signals detected by PZT sensor were

amplified by 40 dB with a pre-amplifier (PAC, 1220A). Both signals were then recorded on a

digital oscilloscope (Yokogawa Electric, DL-750) with 10 MHz sampling and 10 k length

setting. At least 20 signals were recorded in each test condition. Various maximum temperatures

of 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600°C were selected for measurement. The test piece was heated to the

maximum temperature and kept for 1 hr before measuring. A long-term heat exposure was also

made at 600°C up to 1000 hr.
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Fig. 5 Test piece.

Fig. 6 Measurement system.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 7 shows signals detected by the optical fiber sensor and the PZT sensor at each test

temperature. The signals detected from the optical fiber sensor are similar for all test

temperatures while decrease in amplitude of signals detected by the PZT sensor with increasing

test temperature is clearly observed. The lower amplitudes of signals detected by the optical fiber

sensor compared to those detected by the PZT sensor is due to a small number of fiber loops.

Figure 8 shows the maximum amplitudes of signals detected by the optical fiber sensor as a

function of test temperature. Twenty signals from each test temperature are used for this plot.

The maximum amplitude increases from RT to 300°C and remains constant up to 400°C and

then slightly decreases up to 600°C. This behavior may arise from a change in structure of

ceramic bonding or gold paste between sensor/test piece and sensor/ceramic plate due to the heat

effect. However, it has not been identified yet. It clearly shows that the optical fiber sensor has

high heat-resistance. The previous investigation on the gold-coated conventional fiber (fiber with

polyimide layer) shows that the fiber broke at about 500°C and the AE signals generated from

the fiber itself were detected between 300 and 400°C. This behavior is due to the sublimation of

polyimide. Therefore, using non-polyimide optical fiber improves the heat resistance of the

sensor. However, pure quartz optical fiber shows loss in flexibility. Figure 9 shows a result

obtained from long-term heat exposure at 600°C. Average amplitudes of waveforms are plotted

as a function of exposure time. A scattering in amplitude is observed. This behavior may arise

from the uncertainty due to attaching and detaching the pulser in each measurement. However,

we can say that the new optical fiber sensor maintains its sensitivity up to 1000 hr at 600°C.
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Fig. 7 Detected quasi-AE waves.

Fig. 8 Maximum amplitude at each
temperature.

Fig. 9 Maximum amplitude in the long-
term exposure.

4. Conclusion

We have developed a new optical fiber sensor based on gold-coated optical fiber. Although

this new sensor shows lower sensitivity than that of a conventional PZT sensor, it can be used up

to 600°C. Its sensitivity does not change even in the long-term heat exposure up to 1000 hr at

600°C. The good heat-resistance of this sensor enlarges an application field of AE technique in

structural health monitoring and research. However, an improvement of sensitivity is required.
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